Prediction of gene therapy-induced tumor size changes by the vascularity changes measured using dynamic contrast-enhanced MRI.
We studied the changes of tumor size after gene therapy treatment and its relationship with the changes of vascular volume as measured by dynamic contrast-enhanced magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), to investigate whether the vascular changes is predictive of tumor regression. The study was carried out using a spontaneously regressing rat tumor model (C6 Glioma grown subcutaneously in rats). Three rats were treated with recombinant adenoviruses expressing three genes, mouse interleukin 1-alpha (IL1-alpha), mouse interferon gamma (IFN-gamma), and human transforming growth factor beta (TGF-beta), one from each kind. Two rats were treated with saline as controls. Longitudinal studies were performed to monitor the changes of tumor volume (based on T(2)-weighted images) and the vascular volume (based on dynamic contrast enhanced images). In untreated animals, tumor regression was preceded by several days with a decrease in vascular volume. When the tumor growth was perturbed by expression of mouse IL-1alpha, the increase in vascular volume was correlated with the continuing growth in size, and the decrease in vascular volume was predictive of the onset of tumor regression. As new advances in immunotherapy in cancer treatment emerge, the ability to determine the efficacy of therapy as early as possible will enable optimization of treatment regiments. The vascularity changes measured by dynamic MRI may provide a means to serve for this purpose.